The molecular vibrations of coronene, both in-plane and out-of-plane, are studied. The simple Hückel molecular orbitals are derived and the CC bond oiders calculated. The bond orders are used to fix the CC stretching force constants. A complete set of independent symmetry coordinates is constructed. The in-plane vibrational frequencies are calculated by (a) the five-parameter approximation and (b) the Califano-Neto method; those of the out-of-plane vibrations only by the five-parameter approximation. The calculated frequencies are compared with observed values and previous calculations. A few new Raman bands are reported along with the presumably most complete set of infrared frequencies reported so far. A complete assignment of the infraredactive (Eiu and A2u) fundamentals is proposed. A majority of the Raman-active frequencies (Aig, Eig and E2g) are also assigned, using Raman, fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra.
Introduction
Conjugated systems in organic chemistry have attracted many investigators. In a previous work [1] the Hückel Molecular Orbital theory [2] was combined with molecular vibration analysis [3] . Calculated bond orders were used to refine stretching force constants for the carbon-carbon bonds. Promising results were obtained for naphthalene, anthracene, biphenylene and perylene. The bending force constants used in this originally proposed simple force field [1] were later revised [4] , and a new force field approximation was proposed for the in-plane vibrations. This new "aromatic force field" is still very simple and referred to as the fiveparameter approximation. It has been tested by a detailed normal coordinate analysis for pyrene [5] , comparing it to the more elaborate aromatic force field due to Califano and Neto with collaborators [6 -11] . The five-parameter approximation of the in-plane force fields has been successfully applied to a number of condensed aromatics [12 -16] . All these papers [12 -16] contain mean amplitudes of vibration [17] calculated from the force field.
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Another simple force field approximation, also defined by five parameters, was developed for the out-of-plane vibrations of aromatic molecules, using benzene and naphthalene as the first test molecules [18, 19] . Detailed normal coordinate analyses of anthracene and pyrene [20] using this five-parameter force field were also successful. The force field was used in computations of the perpendicular amplitude coefficients [17] for benzene [14] , naphthalene [14] and anthracene [21] . Applications to additional condensed aromatics are also reported [22, 23] .
Some recent works contain complete normal coordinate analyses for both in-plane and out-of-plane vibrations of phenanthrene [24] , fluoranthene [25] , chrysene [26] , triphenylene [27] , azulene [28] and perylene [29] .
In the present work a complete normal coordinate analysis of coronene is reported for the first time. A preliminary communication of some results from this work is included in a previous paper [4] .
Although some vibrational spectra of coronene have been reported, no attempts have been made to produce a complete assignment of the vibrational frequencies. A record of the infrared spectrum has recently been reported [30] , however no listing of frequencies nor assignments were included. Babkov et al. [31] have investigated the vibrational struc-ture of luminescence spectra, assigned the planar vibrations active in Raman (Ag + Eog), recorded some supplementary frequencies observed in infrared and Raman, and also included references to numerous works on fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra of coronene. Some of these data are also quoted [31] . In a subsequent short communication by Babkov and Kovner [32] the out-of-plane vibrations of coronene are treated. In the present work a new, extensive list of observed infrared frequencies is given along with a few Raman lines.
In a paper by Zhirnov [33] an argument is presented to show why a part of the spectrum of coronene should be similar to that of benzene.
Experimental
The infrared spectra of coronene were recorded with a grating spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer model 225) in the 4000-200 cm -1 range and with a fast scan Fourier transform spectrometer (Bruker model 114 C) in the range 4000-50 cm -1 . The latter instrument is evacuable and was equipped with beam splitters of germanium on KBr and of Mylar with thickness 3.5, 6, 12 and 24 [im. Detectors of TGS were used and a globar and a mercury source employed above and below 150 cm -1 , respectively.
We attempted to record a Raman spectrum of polycrystalline coronene with a Cary 81 spectrometer using 90° and 180° excitation. A helium neon laser (6328 A) and an argon ion laser (5145 A) were used for excitation. However, the strong fluorescence from coronene covered the Raman spectrum and only a few very intense Raman bands were observed.
The infrared spectra of coronene were recorded with pellets in KBr, polyethylene and adamantane. Moreover, coronene was rapidly melted between Csl plates and cooled under a temperature gradient. Several melting experiments were carried out and a partly oriented polycrystalline film was obtained. The dichroism of the prominent infrared bands were observed in the region 3100 -200 cm -1 .
The Hiickel Molecular Orbital (HMO) Model
It may be of interest to give some details of the application of the HMO theory to coronene since this example is not treated in the extensive compilation by Heilbronner et al. [2] . The Hiickel molecular orbitals fall into the different symmetry species of the Doh group according to Tn = Blg + 3 Bog + 4 Elg + Alu + 3 A2u + 4 E2u.
A complete set of symmetry-adapted linear combinations of the atomic (2 p2) orbitals is shown in Table 1 . The numbering of atoms is shown in Figure 1 . The vT-energy levels have been obtained and are given in terms of the x= (a -e)/ß values (x = -2.675 for the ground state) in Figure 2 . Also the i=l i = 7 i=13 The set of coefficients belonging to the lower half of the energy levels pertain to the ground state of coronene, as indicated by the electronic configuration in Figure 2 . These coefficients were used to calculate the bond orders of the CC distances, P, defined in the usual way [2] as numbers between 0 and 1; cf. Table 2 .
Molecular Structure
The planar hexagonal structure of D6h symmetry has been established for the coronene molecule. This results in four sets of symmetrically equivalent carbon-carbon bonds. The values for these distances (defined by Fig. 3 ) are in Table 2 , which contains altogether the following data:
(i) bond orders, P (see above),
(ii) bond distances calculated from the formula of Coulson [34] ;
(iii) experimental carbon-carbon bond distances from x-ray [35, 36] and electron diffraction data [37, 38] .
The agreement between the calculated and observed distances is satisfactory when taking into ac- Fig. 2 . Hückel molecular orbital energy levels for coronene The electron configuration in the ^-ground state is indicated coefficients combining the Hückel molecular orbitals with the twenty-four atomic orbitals were all determined, although the whole set is too voluminous to be reproduced here. As an example we give the count the error limits of the experimental data [35 -38] . In the present analysis we used the most recent gas electron diffraction data [38] for the carbon skeleton of coronene. They are a preliminary refinement produced in 1979. The carbon-hydrogen distance was assumed to be 1.08 Ä.
Kekule Structures
In the Califano-Neto method [6 -11] for developing in-plane force constants of aromatic molecules The general problem of deducing the number and symmetries of Kekule structures has not been solved. A special solution has been reported [39] for a class of molecules to which chrysene [26] belongs.
Symmetry Coordinates
The normal modes of vibration are distributed among the symmetry species of the Doh group according to rvib = 6 Ajg + 5 A2g + 2 Blg + 4 Bog + 5 Elg +12 Eog + 2 Alu + 3 A2u + 6 Blu + 6 B2u + 11 Elu + 6 E2u.
In-Plane Coordinates
In a multi-cyclic planar structure of high symmetry numerous redundancies occur among the symmetrically equivalent sets of internal valence coordinates. In order to construct a complete and independent (no redundancies) set of symmetry coordinates we found it helpful to consider an "open" structure around the central benzene ring as shown in Figure 1 . The stretching and bending types used in the construction of symmetry coordinates are indicated on Figure 7 . This "open" structure ( Fig. 1) has of course no physical reality; on the contrary the omitted bonds are those with the highest bond orders (cf. Table 2 ). The structure is simply a useful aid for identifying redundancies.
The d and r stretchings (see Fig. 7 ) constitute symmetrically equivalent sets of 6 coordinates each. For all the other coordinate types there are 12 coordinates in each symmetrically equivalent set. We have considered the symmetrical and antisymmetrical combinations as <Pi + cp{ and cpi -<p{, respectively (i = 1, 2,..., 6) and likewise for the 5, t, a and (o types. Normalization and angle scaling factors are omitted in the present description for the sake of brevity. Table 3 . Types of valence coordinates in the set of in-plane symmetry coordinates.
Aig
A2g E2g
A set of symmetry coordinates for coronene is most easily constructed by analogy with benzene which has the same symmetry. We have employed the pattern of standardized symmetry coordinates given by Cyvin et al. [40] . Table 3 shows the types of valence coordinates in a complete set of independent symmetry coordinates for the in-plane vibrations. The actual normalized linear combinations were found with reference to the benzene model [40] 
Out-of-Plane Coordinates
Four types of out-of-plane valence coordinates were employed to construct a set of independent out-of-plane symmetry coordinates. (ii) Six out-of-plane bendings y are defined as 7i (2 -6 -1 -7), ..., 76(1 -5 -6 -12).
These two types transform like the respective coordinates (d, y) in benzene [40] , from which the symmetry-adapted combinations have been transferred.
(iii) The twelve torsions of the type e are defined as £l(6-l_7-13), £2(2 -1 -7 -24), ..., en (5-6-12-23), £12(1 -6 -12 -22). Table 4 shows the appropriate symmetry-adapted combinations under the different symmetry species, (iv) The CH out-of-plane bendings, say rj, are defined as rj1 (7 -23 -24 -36), ^(14-7-13-25), ..., rjn (12 -21 -22 -34), rj12 (24 -12 -23 -35) .
These coordinates transform like the set of twelve 2 pz orbitals 9?24 , <pis , <pu , ..., (p23 . Hence the appropriate symmetry coordinates could be constructed by analogy with the scheme for the symmetry-adapted combinations of atomic orbitals given in Table 1 . £l -£2 -£3 + £4 + £5 -£6 -«7 + £8 -£10 -«11 + £12
«9
£3 -£4 + £5 -£6 -£9 + £10 -£11 + £12 2£l + 2 £2 + £3 + £4 -£5 -£6 -2£7 -2£g -£9 -£10 + £11 + £12
2ei -2£2 + £3 -£4 -£5 + £6 -2 £7 + 2£8 -£9 + £10 + £11 -£12 -£3 -£4 -£5-£6 + £9 + £10 + £11 + £12 £1 + £2 + £3 + £4 + £5 + £6 + £7 + £8 + «9 + £10 + £11 + £12
£1 -£2 + £3 -£4 + £5 -£6 + £7 -£8 + £9 -£10 + £11 -£12
-£3 + £4 + £5 -£6 -£9 + £10 + £11 -£12 -2fil -2 £2 + £3 + £4 + £5 + £6 -2£7 -2 £8 + £9 + £10 + £11 + £12
-2 £1 + 2 £2 + £3 -£4 + £5 -£6 -2 £7 + 2 £8 + £9 -£10 + £11 -£12 £3 + £4 -£5 -£6 + £9 + £10 -£11 -£12
The mutual orientation of all the coordinates described above is correct. Table 5 gives a survey of the different types under the appropriate symmetry species for the out-of-plane vibrations.
Spectral Interpretation
The solubility of coronene e. g. in benzene was too low to permit a solution spectrum to be recorded, and we were therefore limited to observe spectra of crystalline samples. Infrared spectra of KBr pellets are shown in Figure 8 . The spectra of a partly oriented polycrystalline sample of coronene studied with polarized radiation in two perpendicular directions are shown in Figures 9 and 10 . A very strong Table 5 . Types of valence coordinates in the set of out-ofplane symmetry coordinates.
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B2g Eig Aiu a2u e2u Fig. 8 . Infrared spectra of coronene as KBr pellets.
fluorescence from coronene covered the Raman spectrum regardless of which of the available laser lines were used for excitation. With the 6328 A He-Ne laser line four Raman bands at 1357, 1340, 480 and 366 cm -1 could be detected, apparently being the most intense Raman bands of coronene. The wave numbers of the infrared bands observed as pellets and as oriented film are listed in Table 6 . Arbitrarily, the bands are listed as D (diminished), E (enhanced) and I (invariant) according to the intensity variations in the two polarization directions. As apparent many more bands are observed than the number of the infrared active fundamentals remaining bands are either infrared active combinations bands or they are possibly infrared forbidden bands activated in the crystalline state. With the large number of such alternatives no attempts were made to interpret these bands.
It is apparent from Table 6 that nearly all the bands assigned as Eiu and A2u modes are denoted as D and E, respectively. The only exception is the band at 811 cm -1 (E) assigned as Eiu and possibly the doublet at 549 and 544 cm -1 both of which may belong to an A2u mode. Since the crystallographic axes of coronene were not known in our samples, we cannot claim that the dichroic ratios were conclusive to distinguish between the Eiu and the A2u modes.
In-Plane Normal Coordinate Analysis

Five-Parameter Approximation
The simple five-parameter approximation [4, 5] was applied to the in-plane vibrations of coronene. The force field is defined in terms of a diagonal force-constant matrix on the basis of valence coordinates including redundancies. The CC stretching force constants are given in Table 7 ; they are considered as one parameter. The other four parameters are (in mdyne/A) : /(CH) =5.0 for the CH stretchings; /(CCcC) =0.4, pertaining to four types of CCC bendings, where the central C atom is bonded to another C; /(CChC) =0.7 for the symmetrically equivalent CCC bendings where the central C atom is bonded to an H atom; and finally /(CCH) for the CCH bendings.
The calculated frequencies from this approximation are shown in Table 8 .
Califano-Neto Method
The force field described by Neto et al. [8] was also adapted to the in-plane vibrations of coronene. Force constant values for CC and CH stretchings were introduced similarly to the approximation described above. The main bending force constants were defined in terms of five numerical parameters. In addition, 342 interaction terms were introduced.
The resulting calculated frequencies are included in Table 8 . Table 7 . CC stretching force constants (/ in mdyne/A). [31] ; parenthesized values from fluorescence and/or phosphorescence, the others from Raman. For infrared frequencies from this reference, see Table 6 . e Present; Raman for Aig and E2g, infrared for Eiu. Table 8 shows fairly good agreement between the two sets of frequencies calculated in the present work by (a) the five-parameter approximation and (b) the Califano-Neto method. It is noteworthy how the very simple approximation (a) is able to reproduce the qualitative features of the spectra when compared to the results (b) from the considerably more sophisticated method of Califano with collaborators. Quantitative agreement for several frequencies is also achieved. These two sets of calculated frequencies are not directly comparable with the previous calculations [31] reported for the species A]g and E2g; see column a of Table 8 . In that analysis [31] observed frequencies for coronene (column d of Table 8 ) were used in a refinement of the force field; transferred force constants from benzene and naphthalene were used only as a first approximation.
Discussion
When comparing the calculated frequencies with observed values (columns d and e of Table 8 ) it should be remembered that most of the fundamentals are spectroscopically inactive; cf. Table 9 . Only the Ajg and E2g fundamentals are Raman active, while those of Eiu are infrared active.
In species AJg and E2g we do not claim that our calculations refute the experimental assignments of Babkov et al. [31] in spite of some significant quantitative differences. The experimental data do not appear to be sufficiently extensive to warrant a more detailed discussion.
In species Eiu we have tentatively established a complete assignment (Table 8) of fundamentals from the infrared spectrum (Table 6 ). The present experimental data seem to be the most extensive infrared frequencies reported so far for coronene. For Table 9 . Symmetrical structure (/Vit>) and activity of the normal frequencies.
in-plane (in-) or out-of-plane (out-) 
Out-of-Plane Normal Coordinate Analysis
Five-Parameter Approximation
The out-of-plane vibrations were analysed here by the five-parameter approximation [19] only. The force-constant matrix in terms of valence coordinates is not entirely diagonal, as some interaction terms between adjacent torsions pertaining to the same CC bond are included. The parameters (in mdyne/A) are: /(C2CC) =0.15 for two types of CCCC out-ofplane bendings; /(C2CH) =0.20 for the symmetrically equivalent CCCH out-of-plane bendings; / (CCCC) = /(CCCH) =/(HCCH) =0.05 for the main terms of all "boat" torsions, two for every CC bond; 0.02 for the twelve CCCC/CCCC torsional interactions; and finally 0.07 for the twelve CCCC/CCCH and six CCCC/HCCH interactions.
The calculated out-of-plane frequencies are shown in Table 10 .
Discussion
Concerning the activities of the out-of-plane fundamentals those of Ejg are Raman active and A2u infrared active (cf. Table 9 ). In Table 10 the calculated frequencies from the five-parameter approximation (see above) are compared with the results from a previous analysis [32] .
In species A2u our calculation strongly suggests the assignment of infrared fundamentals as shown in column d of Table 10 . It conflicts with the assignment proposed by Babkov and Kovner [32] (column c), who apparently did not have access to infrared measurements on coronene as low as 150 cm -1 . The 771s band assigned as an A2u fundamental by Babkov et al. [32] corresponds evidently to our 769 m (Table 6 ), which we have assigned as an Eiu fundamental (cf. Table 8 ).
In the analysis of Babkov et al. [32] the force constants were adjusted to reproduce the A2ll frequencies of their assignment. It is therefore not [31] and [32] ; parenthesized values from fluorescence and/or phosphorescence, the others from Raman, except in Species A2u. The latter set are infrared frequencies from [32] . d Present; infrared frequencies (Table 9 ).
surprising to find the relatively large disagreements with our calculated frequencies. They are especially pronounced (apart from A2u) in the species B2g and E2U .
In species Eig our calculated frequencies are very compatible with the experimental assignment of Raman, fluorescence and phosphorescence frequencies [31, 32] .
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